
 
Spoors & Spores invites the viewer into a private world to witness a dreamlike quest with archetypal resonances. 
Homage to a personally significant native Irish Oak tree and 5-year anniversary nod to Spoor (2015), it is a 
meditation on themes of transience, longing, loss, isolation, polarity, perception, identity, legacy, memory and myth. 
Interweaving newly produced and familial archival material, fragments of the past and present are linked to open a 
dialogue, exploring distance as well as connection. Whilst the lives and works continue to evolve in form and 
meaning, some things remain consistent, in this instance the stoic Oak by the sea, providing counterpoint. The 
opening scene layers the artist’s mother, Inge, at 14 whilst camping in a much loved wood in the Netherlands 
overlaid by her 2 years later on her first voyage to Ireland (shortly before her father passed away at only 44). The 
artist’s Dutch grandfather remains present through memory and his poetic moving imagery. The maternal Oak 
remains present in its strength, morale, resistance and knowledge.  
 
 
*** 
 
 
Since 2014, Bourke has developed a substantial body of live/filmic works featuring Coneface, a performance alter 
ego whose face is covered by a long, semi-transparent cone narrowing perception, providing both protection and 
slight sensory deprivation for the effaced wearer. Physical awareness and light indication are key to spatial 
navigation whilst in this guise. This Cone motif was originally designed to refer to psychological filtration coping 
mechanisms developed with age or a dissociative state caused by over-stimulation in ever-advancing modern life. 
Bourke uses this anonymised absurd figure to explore themes by activating thematically specific tableaux and guises, 
which often include site-response to less conventional performance. Coneface continues to evolve, having appeared 
in multiple milleux around Ireland and Europe. The artist is in the final post-production stages of an experimental 
feature, Concrete Keys, and recently exhibited a large-scale sister installation work, rubblebubble, for IndieCork Film 
Festival – both works with Coneface as the central figure to poetically examine the individual’s place in a rapidly 
transforming vision of institutional society. In Spoor, four other people appear in the pathos guise of Coneface:  
Bourke’s father on a long lost Irish ancestral estate, her mother in her Dutch home town, an allusive male figure 
rowing on the currach and her niece, wearing the cone on her head - not yet ready for tunnel-vision, the younger 
generation is more perceptively open to the world and play. 
 
The production of Spoor involved Bourke mining and restoring parts of her familial archive, with the aim to open a 
dialogue, exploring distance as well as connection. As the artist’s familial archive lies in two countries, a naturally 
emergent theme was one of navigating movement from one locus to another, the journey, passage, and threshold of 
both time and place. Anecdote, the remains of Bourke’s paternal Irish estate and her maternal Dutch grandfather’s 
revived standard 8mm films facilitated creative space for a posthumous discourse with unmet ancestors. As a result, 
Spoor evidences traces of inherent ancestral influence on successive generations. The title Spoor refers both to a 
residual human trace and the railway track, implying the journey between two points, temporally and geographically. 
The lure of the moving image undoubtedly gives a more immediate connection with the past than still images. Due to 
the dearth of visual traces from her Irish paternal family, curiosity was also sharpened into handed down stories 
(apocryphal or otherwise) and how, in their iterations, they influence and transmute.  
 
The process of having her grandfather’s films restored and digitized and filming the journeys further increased the 
Bourke’s interest in the decline and revival of analogue film. The digital response to the archival footage is congruent 
with the technology of the 21st century.  
 
The curtain motif in Spoor, was originally derived from an early Coneface performance piece discussing quarantine 
and institutionalised isolation using the curtain to refer to a withdrawal into a private world. Bourke echoed this motif 
on a grander scale in the installation in which Spoor was originally shown. This maze-like immersive installation 
consisted of two circular quarantined areas with outer and inner curtains suspended from filmreel-like structures 
linked by a small funnel-shaped corridor. One of these quarantined areas housed two1920’s cinema seats from 
which to view the film.  
 
The film also comments on contemporary society, heightened individuality and disconnect from lineage, how there is 
a certain intellectual stigma attached to nostalgia – deeming it backwards-looking. Bourke cautiously looks back to a 
time that is both foreign and seductive, perhaps in an effort to help shape an unquantifiable future. 
 
The past is a foreign country; they do things differently there. L.P. HARTLEY, THE GO-BETWEEN 
 
Link to Spoor: (https://vimeo.com/151974179)  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
She dreamt of a world that could never exist, 
A time that alluded to be something else. 
 
She gathered, foraged, sliced up and re-ordered, 
Tried to revive the strewn with new meaning. 
 
She treated her body like that of a Sherpa, 
Carrying around her own weight in material fear of loss. 
 
She pined for a resolution that lay right in front of her 
but that she would never find. 
 
She was utterly self indulgent 
and alienated most, 
 
But reserved channels for compassion 
keeping her from total solitude. 
 

 
 
She set to go on a journey, 
but to where she had no idea. 
 
Attempting to coax others into her blind venture; 
Some obliged momentarily, until they had to return to their own track or could no longer comprehend  
the frivolity of this absurd non-quest to nowhere. 
 
Others, made a farce, of the farce, 
Whilst many paid no notice at all, 
 
They had their own naval fantasies to fulfil. 
 
She longed for them back, got stuck, and carried on, 
blinkering the littered spoor left in her wake. 
 

 
 
She kept returning to that in-between place, 
That, in its suspended state, 
Was both meditative and holding. 
 
A place where should musts and dos lay at bay, 
Much like being under the sea 
 
Where survival and sense are the only necessities, 
Free to indulge, relatively dormant, 
but without pressure, 
apart from keeping safe, 
 
just for a moment, 
 
until the destination ensues. 
 

 


